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Abstract
Midterm exams are a multi-use tool, providing evaluation of students for professors but also acting as a learning tool
for students. Midterms may improve learning outcomes by contributing to the testing effect: the phenomenon in which
retrieval of learned material (i.e., testing) produces improvements in long-term retention beyond those produced
through additional rehearsal or re-exposure (i.e., studying or re-reading). Additionally, increased frequency of testing
may impact student behaviors and attitudes (e.g., spaced practice, self-efficacy), increase the testing effect, or impact
both, which ultimately improves learning outcomes. This study considered the differential impact of one versus two
midterm exams on students’ exam difference scores (final exam score minus first midterm exam score). We also
considered whether two midterm exams differentially impacted low- and high-achieving students. Results suggest that
two midterm exams benefit freshmen but not junior students.
Keywords: testing effect, frequency effect, midterm exam, student learning outcomes
on the testing effect was predictably structured
Introduction
(Carpenter, 2012). A learning phase allowed
Midterm and final exams are common forms of
participants to encode the material. This was followed
assessment implemented in undergraduate university
by a testing phase or re-study (control) phase allowing
courses to determine the degree of students’ mastery
participants to either retrieve or re-read the material.
of course material. However, midterms can act as a
Finally, a second test phase was used to determine
multi-use tool, providing evaluation of students for
retention of the material. The positive impact of testing
professors but also acting as a learning tool for the
in early work implied that testing should be introduced
students. Usually, courses will have one or more
into educational settings to improve achievement
midterm exams spaced throughout the semester in
(Spitzer, 1939; Wheeler & Roediger, 1992). However,
addition to a final exam; these midterm exams may or
laboratory conditions do not adequately mirror
may not be cumulative (Myers & Myers, 2007).
educational settings, therefore, substantial work has
Although there are anecdotal preferences for the
now been done to ensure that the testing effect holds
number of midterms a course should have, there is
true in classroom settings.
limited research on the benefits of one versus two
A plethora of classroom research suggests that the
midterm exams on the outcome of students’ final exam
testing effect is robust. The testing effect occurs
scores. Our study was designed to fill this gap in the
despite differences in test materials (e.g., words, prose,
research by considering whether a second midterm
pictures, spatial locations), test formats (e.g., multiple
could improve student learning outcomes. Studies
choice, short answer, free recall, quiz), and timing
supporting midterm exams as a learning tool cover two
(e.g., minutes versus weeks between testing phases)
broad areas of research: testing effects and frequency
(Bae et al., 2018; Carpenter, 2012; Carpenter & Kelly,
effects.
2012; McDaniel et al., 2007; Rowland, 2014).
Additionally, the testing effect has been duplicated
Testing Effects
across multiple disciplines (e.g., psychology, biology,
Interest in the testing effect has generated
chemistry) (Bailey et al., 2017; Pyburn et al., 2014;
significant research both in labs and classroom
Schwieren et al., 2017) and different populations (e.g.,
settings. The testing effect occurs when retrieval of
primary school, university) (McDaniel et al., 2007;
learned material (i.e., testing) produces improvements
Roediger & Butler, 2011; Spitzer, 1939). Furthermore,
in long-term retention beyond those produced through
the testing effect is not limited to retention of learned
additional rehearsal or re-exposure (i.e., studying or
material (i.e., rote memory); the testing effect has been
re-reading) (Brame & Biel, 2015; Carpenter, 2012;
shown to improve application of material, improve
Roediger & Butler, 2011). Early laboratory research
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knowledge-based inferences, promote transfer of rules
to novel contexts or knowledge to a different
knowledge domain, and facilitate learning of new
material (Brame & Biel, 2015; Carpenter, 2012).
Finally, the testing effect can be increased when tests
are combined with feedback (Bailey et al., 2017;
Brame & Biel, 2015; Foss & Pirozzolo, 2017;
Roediger & Butler, 2011; Schwieren et al., 2017) and
when multiple tests are offered (i.e. three or more)
(Bailey et al., 2017; Foss & Pirozzolo, 2017; Roediger
& Karpicke, 2006; Wheeler & Roediger, 1992).
Two recent meta-analyses provide strong
evidence for the testing effect based on laboratory
research (Rowland, 2014) and classroom research
(Schwieren et al., 2017). Rowland (2014) suggested
two theoretical frameworks that may explain the
testing effect: retrieval effort theories and the
bifurcation model. Retrieval effort theories suggest
that the difficulty and effort during the initial testing
phase impact the intensity and depth of processing
leading to a testing effect (Rowland, 2014). Whether
difficulty increases retrieval routes, supports specific
types of processing (i.e., item-specific processing), or
allows for elaboration of memory traces remains
unclear. The bifurcation model suggests that tests
produce non-normal distributions of memory strength
over time (Kornell et al., 2011; Rowland, 2014).
Specifically, successfully tested (i.e., retrieved) items
receive a large boost in memory strength, un-retrieved
items receive no boost, and re-studied material
receives a small boost. Thus, testing does not reduce
the speed of forgetting, but increases memory strength
for successfully tested items and makes them more
likely to remain above a recall threshold during the
final testing phase, thereby bifurcating the distribution.
Despite significant research, there has been
limited consideration of whether the testing effect is
equally powerful in various student subpopulations.
Pyburn et al. (2014) argued that learning tools do not
affect all students equally and specific attention should
be focused on whether the testing effect as a
phenomenon is equally apparent in disadvantaged
populations. They examined whether a pre-test
differentially influenced low- and high-skilled English
language comprehenders. They found that a multiplechoice pre-test was more beneficial to low-skilled
English comprehenders; additionally, the pre-test
closed the achievement gap between these two groups.
There is also a small selection of research suggesting
that a negative testing effect (i.e., when a testing phase
causes a decline in learning outcomes) is due in part to
the cognitive ability of the participants. Mulligan et al.
(2018) suggested differences in encoding might
explain why there are only a few inconsistent instances
of a negative testing effect. Briefly, the negative
testing effect is potentially tied to the type of

processing that occurs during the testing phase versus
the requirements of the final test. Item-specific
processing during the testing phase reduces a
participant’s ability for inter-item processing (and vice
versa). Item-specific information helps distinguish one
target from another and improves the odds of retrieval
(e.g., the ground finch Geospiza conirostris can eat
cactus-flowers). Inter-item relational information is
categorical or grouping information; that is, common
features of targets (e.g., all ground finches are seedeaters). Inter-item relational information is tied to
successful free recall. Therefore, when the testing
phase forces one type of processing but success on the
final test requires the other type of processing a
negative testing effect may result. For example, if the
testing phase includes a multiple-choice question
asking a student which finch eats cactus flowers, interitem processing leads to the answer Geospiza
conirostris. However, in the re-study condition, a
student may recognize that the given list of finches all
eat seeds and are therefore ground finches. If the final
test is a free recall test in which students are asked to
list ground finches, inter-item processing is more
useful to access the categorical information that all
ground finches are seed eaters than the specific
exception that can also eat cactus flowers. More
importantly, Mulligan et al. (2018) found that
manipulating the type of processing interacted with the
cognitive ability of the student, particularly in the restudy control condition. A student’s cognitive ability
limits their ability to recognize and process categorical
information during the re-study phase (i.e., the fact
that the list of birds given in the re-study condition are
all seed eaters and thus ground finches). Therefore,
high-achieving students in the re-study condition
could outperform low-achieving students in the testing
condition when the test forces them to encode itemspecific details and miss inter-item details that are
more useful for a final exam that requires categorical
knowledge. The testing effect research supports the
use of a midterm as a useful learning tool, and limited
research on frequency also suggests two midterms
may be more beneficial than one (Bailey et al., 2017;
Foss & Pirozzolo, 2017; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006;
Wheeler & Roediger, 1992). Additionally, research on
the negative testing effect and disadvantaged student
subpopulations suggests that the number of midterms
may differentially impact low and high achievers
(Mulligan et al., 2018; Pyburn et al., 2014).
Frequency Effects
It is difficult to separate a phenomenon like the
testing effect from other aspects of testing, such as
frequency because a single test can potentially impact
students across various theoretical frameworks. As
already noted, increasing frequency has been shown to
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increase testing effects (Bailey et al., 2017; Foss &
Pirozzolo, 2017; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006; Wheeler
& Roediger, 1992). However, frequency research
makes novel predictions regarding subpopulations and
potential limits on the impact of frequency. The
frequency research suggests different underlying
causes for the impact of increased frequency; for
example, spaced or distributed practice, improved selfefficacy, reduced procrastination, or student-instructor
relations (Bailey et al., 2017; Myers & Myers, 2007).
Increasing test frequency has been shown to improve
individual test scores as well as final exam scores
(Bailey et al., 2017; Myers & Myers, 2007).
Unfortunately, each of these studies used multiple
cumulative exams (6-10 midterms); therefore, whether
educators will see an increase in performance using a
second non-cumulative midterm remains unclear.
There is some suggestion that the expectation of a
cumulative exam is enough in itself to increase student
performance (Lawrence, 2013). Lawrence (2013)
specifically tested differential impacts of cumulative
exams on low and high achievers. While all students
benefited from cumulative exams (versus noncumulative exams), she found that the benefits were
greater for low-achieving students. Due to the limited
research on student subpopulations, Lawrence’s work
supports considering low- and high-achieving students
separately in the present study, even though our
second midterm exam is non-cumulative.
When considering what level of frequency is
necessary to create improvements, a meta-analysis by
Bangert-Drowns et al. (1991) suggests that extremes
are unnecessary. Frequency varies substantially and
while they concluded that increasing frequency of tests
improved student achievement on final exams, they
also noted that students are only at a serious
disadvantage when they receive no tests at all.
Furthermore, they determined that improvements in
student learning diminish as test frequency increases:
having one midterm exam benefits student learning
more than no exams but having four exams will not
produce a four-fold improvement in final exam results.
These findings suggest that a second midterm may be
a sufficient increase in frequency to produce a positive
impact on student achievement.
Our project had two objectives: to determine if
changing the frequency of midterm exams from one to
two improves student learning outcomes and to
consider whether testing influences low- and highachieving students differently. We hypothesized that
students in courses with two midterm exams would
show greater improvement on their final exam score
relative to their first midterm exam score than students
in courses with a single midterm exam. Additionally,
we predicted that low-achieving students would
disproportionately benefit from two midterms.

Methods
Courses analyzed in our study were selected from
the courses taught by one of the co-authors (NH)
between 1990 and 2018, and syllabi were compared
for their assignment breakdown and the number of
midterm exams. The courses included in our study
were selected based on whether the types of
assessments and year of implementation were similar,
except for the number of midterm exams. In total, four
iterations of freshman cell biology and two iterations
each of junior cellular biology and junior biochemistry
I and II were selected for analysis. Freshman cell
biology courses selected for inclusion in this study
were offered in fall 2000 (1 midterm), 2003 (1
midterm), 2001 (2 midterms), and 2002 (2 midterms).
Selected junior cell biology courses were offered in
fall 1992 (2 midterms) and 1993 (1 midterm), junior
biochemistry I courses were taught in winter 2010 (1
midterm) and fall 2010 (2 midterms), and the junior
biochemistry II courses were from winter 2013 (1
midterm) and 2011 (2 midterms).
The one- and two-midterm cohorts for freshman
cell biology and junior biochemistry I and II were
similar in course structure: lab component (30-40%),
quizzes (5-10%), midterm (20-30%), and cumulative
final exam (35%). The one- and two-midterm cohorts
for junior cell biology both had a lab component
(40%), term paper (15%), and similar weighting for
the midterm exams (one midterm = 20%; two
midterms = 15% + 10%) and final exam (one midterm
= 30%; two midterms = 35%). In all courses, the
second midterm exam in the two-midterm condition
was not cumulative, but each would contribute to the
material on a cumulative final exam. All lectures were
taught by the same instructor (author NH) and so were
taught in a similar style. While course structure was
similar, individual course elements occasionally
differed from year to year (e.g., different textbooks or
lab manual editions, different lab instructors, fresh
quiz and exam questions). Therefore, the potential
exists for confounding variables because the classes
were not absolutely identical. The freshman biology
courses used the same syllabus, and each of the junior
cell biology, biochemistry I, and biochemistry II
courses used the same syllabus for the same course.
But clearly, the syllabi differed between courses (the
syllabi were different for each of freshman biology,
junior cell biology, junior biochemistry I, and junior
biochemistry II). Student marks and class
demographics from the selected courses were
collected from the instructor’s grade books, and
students’ identities were anonymized with a study ID
before data analysis. Students who did not fulfill the
assessment requirements of the study (i.e., did not
complete one of the midterm exams or the final exam)
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were removed from the dataset before analysis. This
study was approved by the University of Alberta
Research Ethics Board (Project #82145).
Our study had a 2 (midterm: one or two) x 2
(achievement level: high or low) x 2 (course level:
freshman or junior) between-subjects factorial design.
To assess improvements in final exam scores we chose
to compare difference scores (i.e., final exam score
minus midterm one exam score) rather than raw
scores. Difference scores are better able to tell us how
each students’ performance changed across the
semester and act as our dependent variable. To
determine if there were differential impacts on weaker
students, students were split into high- versus lowachieving cohorts based on whether they fell in the
upper or lower 50% of the course, as determined by
the median score of the first midterm exam. Finally,
because we collected data from courses aimed at two
different year levels, freshman and junior, course level
became an additional factor. Rather than compare
individual classes (e.g., cell biology vs biochemistry),
we combined students into a single freshman cohort
(N = 118) and a single junior cohort (N = 84). There
were no significant differences between the first
midterm scores of the freshman one- and two-midterm
cohorts and between the junior one- and two-midterm
cohorts indicating that students in the one- and twomidterm cohorts started out academically similar.
Results
The 2 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance (ANOVA)
showed a main effect for achievement, F (1,188) =
5.555, p = .019. High-achieving students (mean exam
score difference = -4.635, SEM = 1.135) had
significantly different mean difference scores than
low-achieving students (mean exam score difference =
-.761, SEM = 1.188). There was no main effect for
midterm exam score or course level.
There was an interaction effect for midterm exams
and course level, F (1,188) = 4.137, p = .043, in which
freshman students were impacted by the number of
midterms while junior students were not (Figure 1).
Specifically, freshmen who received one midterm
performed significantly poorer on their final relative to
their midterm exam (mean exam score difference = 5.885, SEM = 1.566) than freshmen who received two
midterms (mean exam score difference = -4.635, SEM
= 1.135).
There was no interaction effect between the
number of midterm exams and achievement level:
low-achieving students did not differentially benefit
from a second midterm exam relative to highachieving students.

Discussion
Our primary goal was to consider whether
increasing midterms from one to two exams would
improve learning outcomes in undergraduate biology
courses. Within the testing effect research, there is a
strong consensus that retrieval practice leads to better
long-term retention than re-study alone (Rowland,
2014; Schwieren et al., 2017). There is also evidence
to suggest that increasing the frequency of testing will
lead to greater improvements in learning outcomes
(Bailey et al., 2017; Bangert-Drowns et al., 1991; Foss
& Pirozzolo, 2017; Myers & Myers, 2007; Roediger &
Karpicke, 2006). Whether frequency improves the
testing effect, alters student attitudes and behaviors
(e.g., spaced studying), or impacts both, remains
unclear. Regardless of the mechanism, we expected
that two midterm exams would result in improved final
exam scores relative to their first midterm exam score.
Our results partially support this prediction. An
ANOVA found a significant interaction effect between
course level and number of midterms indicating that
freshman students were positively impacted by a
second midterm while junior students were not. This
is similar to the impact that an e-portfolio assignment
can have on student learning (Haave, 2016). Freshmen
who received a second midterm exam did not perform
as poorly on their final exam relative to their first
midterm exam compared to those who completed only
one midterm exam: a second midterm exam rescued
freshman students from a significantly poorer final
exam result. Freshmen are a unique student population
as they are transitioning from high school to university
while learning to become self-directed learners.
Having freshmen practice retrieving their learning in
the classroom (something they typically do not
incorporate into their own study regime, Brown et al.,
2014) is beneficial in the short-term, but may also
benefit their ongoing development as learners. In
contrast, juniors may be sufficiently self-directed
learners that there is no additional impact from a
second midterm. Therefore, junior students may
require other kinds of learning interventions to
continue their development as self-directed learners.
We were also interested in considering the
subpopulation of low achievers. We believed that low
achievers would see a greater benefit from two
midterms than high achievers, but our results do not
support this prediction. While we saw a main effect for
achievement (i.e., there was a difference in how highversus low-achieving students performed on their final
vs their first midterm exam), we found no interaction
effect to suggest that low or high achievers benefited
from the second midterm in a unique way. Both low
and high achievers did worse on the final compared to
the midterm. Low achievers had a significantly smaller
difference score, meaning their midterm and final
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marks remained more similar than those of high
achievers. This result is contradictory to other research
on disadvantaged populations. For instance, Pyburn et
al. (2014) found that a multiple-choice pre-test led to
improved exam performance, but low-skilled English
comprehenders benefited more than high-skilled
English comprehenders. It appears that initial learning

Fig. 1. The impact of course level and number of
midterms on difference scores (final minus the first
midterm exam score). ANOVA results indicate a
significant interaction effect between course level
and number of midterm exams, F (1,188) = 4.137, p
= .043. Error bars represent standard error of the
mean.
ability may not impact the influence of a second
midterm exam. This result is unexpected as it could be
argued that freshmen are not as experienced learners
as juniors which is why freshmen benefit from a
second midterm exam whereas juniors do not. Clearly,
initial
achievement
level
and
learning
ability/experience have a more complicated
relationship than we anticipated.
Conclusion
Our results suggest that a second midterm exam
may improve learning outcomes for students enrolled
in a freshman but not a junior biology course.
Additionally, a second midterm exam did not
differentially improve the final exam scores relative to
the midterm exam scores for low-achieving students.
A primary limitation to our study is that it only
analyzes biology courses. In addition, we were able to
match only a handful of course iterations for analysis
which limited our sample size. The small sample
negatively impacted the effect size and power of the
statistical test. Furthermore, while differences in
course structure were minimized by using courses
offered close in year and with similar course
structuring external to the additional midterm exam,

we were not able to account for all variations, such as
students’ prior GPA, relying instead on the first
midterm exam score as an indicator of academic
ability or preparation. A possible confounding factor
is that the junior cell biology course had a term paper
rather than in-class quizzes which our statistical
analysis could not address. More robust conclusions
will require future research with access to a larger
campus population as well as additional disciplines.
Future testing of sophomores and seniors may also
provide additional information about the impact of
course level. One obvious question is whether
sophomores and seniors will show a similar pattern;
that is, will additional midterm exams impact
sophomores but not seniors? Finally, we cannot make
any claims regarding the mechanism by which two
midterm exams improved student learning outcomes.
One future direction for research is to attempt to make
distinctions between the testing and frequency effects.
Distinguishing between these two mechanisms
remains problematic. However, in terms of useful
interventions, it is sufficient to recognize that
regardless of why, testing in the classroom acts as a
beneficial learning tool, not simply a necessity for
program assessment purposes.
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